High-accuracy schemes have been proposed here to solve computational acoustics 4 and DNS problems. This is made possible for spatial discretization by optimizing 5 explicit and compact differencing procedures that minimize numerical error in the 6 spectral plane. While zero-diffusion nine point explicit scheme has been proposed 7 for the interior, additional high accuracy one-sided stencils have also been developed 8 for ghost cells near the boundary. A new compact scheme has also been proposed 9 for non-periodic problems-obtained by using multivariate optimization technique. 
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Unlike DNS, the magnitude of acoustic solutions are similar to numerical noise 11 and that rules out dissipation that is otherwise introduced via spatial and tempo- 
INTRODUCTION 33
With powerful computers and newer methods it is now routine to solve 34 the governing Navier-Stokes equation resolving all the scales for turbulent 35 flows by DNS at moderate Reynolds numbers. In this context compact 36 and other higher-order schemes are finding more and more applications. 37 Similarly, in wave propagation problems one solves hyperbolic partial 38 differential equations and such solutions are required to be accurate in the 39 far field and for long time periods. These requirements demand that the 40 adopted numerical method be highly accurate and dispersion error free. 41 Lighthill [1] has discussed the problems of computational aero-acoustics 42 (CAA) with respect to these issues. 43 The compact schemes, based on Padé approximation, offer high-44 accuracy approximations to differential and integral operators using com-45 pact implicit stencils. Some of the early works in this field are reported in 46 [2] [3] [4] . 47 For DNS of incompressible flows, it is important to compute flows 48 with large directional convection of vortical structures. Thus, DNS requires 49
capturing high amplitude signals without suffering numerical instabilities. 50
This instability may be caused due to linear instability, error accumu-51 lation due to aliasing and/or non-linear instabilities. While using com-52 pact schemes, it is thus quite common to add numerical dissipation via 53 upwinding during discretization [5] [6] [7] or filtering [4, 8] the solution after 54 each time step. The basic idea of adding algebraically a dissipation term is 55 equivalent to providing a negative feedback. Thus, if one uses 2nd deriv-56 ative as numerical dissipation then it is strictly added, while for the 4th 57 derivative term the dissipation term has to be subtracted. Quite often, in 58 the literature, this has been stated simply as "adding numerical dissipation". 59
In contrast, solving acoustics problems involve capturing weak signals 60 that are hard to distinguish from numerical errors. Thus, one of the major 61 consideration is that one should not add numerical dissipation that would 62 remove useful high frequency-high wave number parts of the signal. In a 63 major work Tam and Webb [9] discussed this and the issue of using DRP 64 schemes for computational acoustics. Unlike in DNS, acoustic signal prop-65 agation can be treated as a linear phenomenon in the absence of attendant 66 flow instabilities. If one works in the physical plane, there are no problems 67 of aliasing error and the main concern in computational acoustics is one 68 of accuracy and avoiding spurious reflections from computational bound-69 aries. High accuracy requirements can be achieved by optimizing the finite 70 difference approximations of derivatives in the wave number space, as the 71 truncation error is minimized in [4, 6, 7, 9, 10] . In Tam and Webb [9] this 72 has been separately for the spatial and temporal derivatives using explicit 73 schemes. In the other references this has been performed for spatial 74 derivatives only using compact schemes. In the present exercise the 75 optimization process would be extended to non-periodic problems for both 76 the explicit and a compact schemes. 
the AB-scheme is given by, 121 
HIGH ACCURACY SCHEMES FOR SPATIAL DERIVATIVES 146
In compact schemes, on a uniform grid of spacing h = ∆x, the first 147 derivative u is obtained from the solution of the following linear algebraic 148 equation: 149 
The above can be further simplified to 188 Here we intend to develop a high accuracy optimized compact scheme 204 for non-periodic problems. For this purpose we intend using the following 205 stencil for the interior point, 206
For non-periodic problems, one would require special one-sided bou-208 ndary stencils as the ones used in [7] . For the first and second points of 209 the domain they are given by, 210 problem. In the following, we similarly develop a nine point stencil for the 230 evaluation of first derivative explicitly: 231 is minimized one obtains the optimum for a 0 = 1.66631451979287. For 237 actual usage of this scheme, one would require boundary stencils for four 238 layers of points those have to be one-sided. For example, one could obtain 239 the derivative at l = 1 by, 240 Once again optimization provides one with a 1 = −2.62538939007719 for 246 least error. The same procedure is repeated here for the points at l = 2, 3 247 and 4 as well. For brevity, we will call these collectively as the SS-scheme. 248 In Fig. 1 , the real and imaginary parts of k eq /k is shown for OUCS4 249 and the above explicit schemes for different nodes, using the methodology 250 of [7] . The real part reveals the superior spectral accuracy of OUCS4 up 251 to kh = 2.65 as compared to 2.2 for the scheme given in [10] that was 252 found to have largest spectral resolution among the known schemes for 253 periodic problems. The imaginary part by itself reveals anti-diffusion for 254 near boundary points and is not directly suitable for use. To obtain uni-255 form attenuation for all wave numbers and no instabilities we introduce 256 fourth order dissipation to achieve negative feedback stabilization. 257
Since the solution of Navier-Stokes equation uses Dirichlet bound-258 ary conditions in the non-periodic direction the properties of the scheme 259
for the points at l = 1 and l = N are not relevant. In Fig. 1 , the real and 260 imaginary parts of k eq /k are also plotted for the SS-scheme. The inte-261 rior point stencil being symmetric, it is non-dissipative and hence k eq /k is 262 purely real. The boundary stencils are not so and would stabilize or desta-263 bilize the discrete equation depending on its sign. 264
These two optimum schemes will be assessed along with the OUCS3 265 scheme of [7] and a third-order scheme described in [24] . 266
TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION SCHEMES 267
Temporal discretization in conjunction with spatial discretization can 268 be studied only with respect to standard equations. For this purpose, we 269 consider the propagation problem given by the one-dimensional convec-270 tion equation, 271 
such that the initial solution is given by, 277
The following time integration schemes to be used in conjunction 279 with different spatial schemes are described briefly. First, we define the 280 various properties of the time integration schemes when used with some 281 standard differencing schemes for spatial derivatives. 282
Euler Time Integration Scheme 283
For Euler time integration and second order central differencing for 284 the spatial derivative, if we define the CFL number by
where tan β 2 = N c sin k∆x. The general solution at any arbitrary time is, 288 ω∆t . 292
If we replace the second order spatial discretization scheme by fourth-293 order central scheme, as given by 294
then one obtains the following amplification factor G (4) 
cos k∆x] sin k∆x and the general solution at any arbitrary time is 297 
Corresponding amplification factor is given by, 305
where L 2 = 2[4 − cos(k∆x)] sin(k∆x) and L 1 = −24 sin 4 ( k∆x 2 ). This can be 307 rewritten as 308
with which one can obtain the expression for numerical phase speed from 310 tan(
). The general solution at arbitrary time is given by, 311
In Fig. 2 order scheme performs the best among these schemes. The SS stencil for 318 the second point is asymmetric and it shows a range of k∆x where the 319 scheme is selectively stable. 320
In Fig. 3 the contours of the numerical phase speed are plotted. One 321 can note regions where the numerical phase speed is within 5% toler-322 ance of the exact value. From operational considerations, the contiguous 323 region near the origin is the useful range. The OUCS4 scheme has the best 324 behavior by this yardstick. 325
For DRP property, the relevant quantity is the group velocity of the 326 schemes that can be evaluated from the numerical dispersion relation, 327 ω eq = c N k, from which the scaled numerical group velocity is evaluated as, 328
The right-hand side of the above can be estimated for any combi-330 nation of spatial and temporal discretization schemes. In Fig. 4 , results 331 are graphically displayed in the (k∆x − ω∆t)-plane as contour plots. It is 332 seen that among all schemes considered here, OUCS4 scheme performs the 333 best, followed by the SS and the third order upwind scheme. 334
Adams-Bashforth Time Integration Scheme 335
Application of AB-scheme for time integration of Eq. (14) along with 336 2nd order central differencing yields the following discrete equation, 337
for which the amplification factors are the roots of the quadratic equation, 339
where L = sin(k∆x). If the roots are indicated by λ 1 and λ 2 then 341
342 where, 344
345
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347
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349
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(24h) 352
And the general solution is, 353 
362
363
As M + N = A 0 , it implies that M and N distributes the initial condi-364 tion between the physical and computational modes. The overall perfor-365 mance portrait of this time integration scheme is shown in Fig. 5 , where 366 F , H , M and N are plotted for the CD 2 spatial discretization scheme for 367
Eq. (14). From Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the reason for the nomenclature of the 368 physical and computational modes is apparent. As the computational mode 369 is severely attenuated, it is noted in the literature that this mode does not 370 contribute after few time steps. While this is true, Fig. 5(c) are qualitatively similar to that for CD 2 scheme and this combination also 391 cannot be used for DNS. 392
When the third-order upwind scheme (Eq. (19)) is used for spatial dis-393 cretization along with AB-scheme, the amplification factors are obtained 394 as roots of the following quadratic equation: 395
And these roots are 397
398 where, 400
401
402
403 
405
411
The general solution in this case is, 412
and M and N are obtained from the initial conditions as 414
415 The spectral weights, M and N for the initial condition, are plot-428 ted in Fig. 7 (c) and (d), respectively. One notices that the computational 429 mode significantly contributes to the solution. Also there are ranges of 430 k∆x and ω∆t over which the computational mode has negative sign. Over-431 all, the solution will be contaminated significantly by the computational 432 mode when AB-scheme is used with third order upwind scheme. Next, we 433 write down the various expressions, when OUCS4 scheme is used for spa-434 tial discretization along with the AB-scheme. The amplification factors are 435
given by the roots of Eq. (27) where, 
436 In Fig. 8(a) and (b) the time dependent parts, F and H , are plotted 445 for the OUCS4 scheme used with the AB-scheme. It is seen that OUCS4 446 scheme will perform well only when ω∆t is restricted to a small value-447 beyond which the physical mode is unstable. It is noted that the computa-448 tional mode is unstable for large k∆x and ω∆t combinations. Overall, this 449 scheme will work for small time steps. Fig. 8(c) and (d) show the varia-450 tion of time independent parts of the general solution and this shows that 451 the computational mode has less contribution as compared to the other 452 schemes discussed before. 453
In Fig. 9 (a)-(d) the corresponding information is given for the SS 454 scheme. The behavior of this scheme is similar to other central schemes 455 discussed before. The computational mode will be important for DNS when 456
large ω∆t values are present. 457
The scaled numerical phase speed contours are shown in Fig. 10 for 458 the physical and computational modes for CD 2 , CD 4 and the third order 459 upwind schemes. The physical mode shows desirable property on a small 460 patch near the origin for all the schemes. The computational mode has 461 very high phase speed for all length scales and very small ω∆t for all the 462 schemes. For the third order scheme there is a line, across which phase of 463 the computational mode display discontinuous jump. 464
In Fig. 11(a) , (c), and (e) the numerical phase speed contours of 465 OUCS4, SS scheme for interior points and SS scheme for the second point 466 are shown for the physical mode. All the three figures show a large range 467 of k∆x over which the numerical phase speed is close to the actual value 468 for small ω∆t-the range for k∆x is twice the value obtained for the 469 schemes shown in Fig. 10 . The contours for the numerical phase speed for 470 the computational mode of these schemes are shown in Fig. 11(b) , (d), and 471 (f). These show very large phase speeds for small ω∆t values. 472
In Fig. 12 and 13 the numerical group velocity contours are plot-473 ted in (k∆x − ω∆t)-plane for both the modes for AB-scheme. Figure 12  474 shows the scaled numerical group velocity components for the physical and 475 computational modes for CD 2 , CD 4 and the third order upwind schemes 476 of spatial discretization. The corresponding results are shown for OUCS4 477
and SS spatial discretization schemes in Fig. 13 . The variations are quali-478 
Four Stage Runge Kutta Method 491
Following the same methodology discussed in the previous two sub-492 sections and using the symbolic toolbox of MATLAB we have estimated 493 the amplification rate, scaled numerical phase speed and numerical group 494 velocity for CD 2 and CD 4 schemes when used with RK4 time integration 495 scheme. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . For both the spatial schemes, 496 the amplification factor displays a large range of ω∆t over which the 497 scheme is neutrally stable-a very desirable feature of DNS methodol-498 ogy. While the range of wave numbers and frequencies over which this 499 is true is identical for both the schemes, it is the numerical phase speed 500 and group velocity that shows difference between these two methods. In 501 both respects, CD 4 scheme performs better than CD 2 scheme. The range 502 of k∆x can be further increased over which DRP property is maintained, 503 if one replaces the CD 4 scheme by compact schemes. Such a scheme is 504 used for the acoustics problem discussed in the following section. 505
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 506
Here we demonstrate some of the properties of the schemes discussed 507 in the previous two sections. We choose two problems to highlight the 508 problems of spurious computational mode in using multilevel time integra-509 tion schemes. 510
Solving Navier-Stokes Equation Using Third Order Upwind Scheme 511
The results of Sec. 2 clearly reveals that for high Reynolds number 512 flows central schemes are unsuitable when used with either Euler or AB-513 scheme due to numerical instability. This is avoided by switching over to 514 upwind schemes those having a range of k∆x for which the schemes are 515 stable when used with Euler time integration scheme. To avoid changing 516 physical dissipation while stabilizing computations, it is practical to use 517 third order upwind schemes, as the one given by Eq. (19). Considering 518 numerical instability one is restricted to very small time steps when third 519 order upwind scheme is used. In contrast, the physical mode of AB-scheme 520 allows taking much larger time steps. But the major problems arise, as 521 the computational mode is non-negligible and has non-physical contribu-522 tions including a part of the energy at large length scales that propagates 523 upstream-as indicated by the group velocity.
524
The above observations are demonstrated here by solving Navier-525
Stokes equation for flow past a rotating circular cylinder, using the third 526 order upwind scheme for spatial discretization and Euler and AB-scheme 527 for temporal discretization. The physical problem is chosen for the uni-528 form flow at Re = 3800 and a non-dimensional rotation rate, Ω = 10 i.e. 529 the peripheral speed of the cylinder is ten times the free-stream speed. Here the results are compared between Euler and AB-time integra-539 tion strategies using the same methods but at the higher rotation rate of 540 Ω = 10. In solving this problem a fine grid with 450 points in the radial 541 direction and 271 points in the azimuthal direction have been taken. The 542 first azimuthal line is 0.0005D distance away from the cylinder and the 543 outer boundary is located 24D from the cylinder. A non-dimensional time 544 step of 0.0001 have been used for both the time integration strategies. 545
The lift and drag coefficients are shown in Fig. 15 arise from a mechanism where a given equilibrium flow is destabilized by 550 far-field disturbance and as a consequence, lump of vorticity that is con-551 fined within the recirculating fluid around the cylinder is released in the 552 wake of the cylinder. However, when the AB-scheme is used, the compu-553 tational mode, has negative group velocity for combinations of small val-554 ues of k∆x and ω∆t. As these are useful excited length and time scales 555 the computational mode prevents the lump of vortex to be released in 556 the wake. As a consequence the instabilities are weakened and in the C l 557 and C d vs time plots the discrete jumps in the value are smoothed out. 558
This is a demonstration of the spurious behavior of AB-scheme in solving 559 time dependent problems where a large range of length and time scales are 560 excited. 561
Solving Euler Equation For A Fluid Medium Excited by Pulses 562
The effectiveness of the schemes discussed in Sects. 2 and 3 will be 563 attempted here with the standard example that was introduced in [9], 564 where three Gaussian pulses are introduced in an uniform flow (M ∞ = 0.5) 565 and the response of the system is numerically calculated and compared 566 with the exact solution. At t = 0, a pressure pulse is taken at the center of 567 the domain along with a vorticity and an entropy pulse taken downstream 568 of the pressure pulse at a distance equal to 1/3 of the length of the com-569 putational domain. All these pulses reach the outflow boundary simulta-570 neously. We take the same computational parameters and amplitude and 571 half width of the Gaussian pulses, as were taken in [9] . The codes are 572 written for the full Euler equation and the disturbance solution can be 573 extracted from it to compare with the exact solution. 574 
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583 It is interesting to note that there is a small dispersion between the two 622 solutions at 500∆t, which however disappears at 2000∆t and higher times. 623
It is to be noted that the exact solution is in reality the asymptotic solu-624 tion that is due to the poles and singularities near the origin in the spec-625 tral plane. If there are any higher modes and essential singularities that 626 are away from the origin in the ω-plane, then they will be responsible for 627 the transients. A bump in the density contour is noted for 2000∆t which 628 is of the order of 1% of the peak amplitude. This is obtained for all the 629 spatial and temporal discretization combinations and the same bump was 630 also noticed in [9] in Fig. 7 . Even when the four layers of ghost cells were 631 used, the RK4 time integration scheme produced spurious reflections from 632 the inflow boundary. To remedy this we used an 8 th order Filter (F 8) as 633 given in [8] . 634 Having seen that all the schemes show good agreement with the exact 635 solution along the x-axis, it is natural to compare the solution at other 636 locations next. This has been attempted by plotting the contours for den-637 sity, pressure and speed in the full computational domain in Fig. 17 and  638 18. 639
In Fig. 17 The speed contours do not match with the other time integration schemes 656 with gross mismatch in the mean value itself. This is due to the large 657 dissipation associated with the computational mode as discussed in Sec. 2.2. 658
Among the three time integration schemes RK4 performs the best only 659 when an 8th-order filter is used. Euler scheme will however, be preferred if 660 the high frequency small wavelength oscillations, noted in speed contours, 661 are removed by applying a high order filter. 662
For OUCS4 spatial scheme, one notices similar features of the solu-663 tion for all the time integration schemes, as was noted for OUCS3 scheme. 664
The AB-time integration scheme shows large errors and even the mean 665 flow is distorted. Thus, this time integration scheme cannot be used for 666 computational acoustics problems. It is to be pointed out that the basic 667 OUCS4 scheme has inherent numerical instability problem at the near 668 boundary point which we remove by using explicit 4th order dissipation 669 for DNS. However, for the acoustics problem we did not introduce any 670 dissipation. Once again, the RK4 scheme used with the 8th order filter 671 produces results with no oscillations. 672 
